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Abstract

In the context of codification of remote sensing images —which are those obtained by air- or space-
born sensors— there is a particular kind of images that requires special attention: hyperspectral
images, i.e., those that instead of representing a scene in grayscale or using the three primary col-
ors, have hundreds of representations of a spatial location, where each representation corresponds
to a small fraction of the light spectrum. Hyperspectral images contain more information than
traditional images and allow for, as an example, the remote detection of the ground composition
or for the measure of vegetation lushness. Hyperspectral images contain high amounts of redun-
dancy because of the multiple versions of the same location. Taking into account such redundancy
may help achieve significant increases in compression factors. A common technique to remove
redundancy from hyperspectral images is the use of a spectral transform, like the Karhunen-Loève
transform or wavelets. Best results are obtained with the former transform or derived versions;
nonetheless, it presents, among other problems, a very high computational cost that prevents its
use in environments where computational resources are scant, e.g., a satellite sensor. In order to
address this issue, derivations of the Karhunen-Loève transform based on a divide-and-conquer
strategy have been introduced. The idea behind these derivations is to decompose the transform
into a collection of small parts, and only keep those parts which yield an effective improvement
in terms of compression performance. Following such strategy, various decompositions are intro-
duced and exhaustively analyzed in the scope of this dissertation.

En el context de la codificació d’imatges de teledetecció —que són aquelles captades per sen-
sors aerotransportats o de satèl·lit— hi ha una família d’imatges que mereixen especial atenció:
les imatges hiperespectrals, o dit d’una altra manera, aquelles que en comptes de representar una
imatge en escala de grisos o en els tres colors primaris, el que fan és proporcionen centenars de
versions d’una mateixa zona, on cada versió només conté una petita fracció de l’espectre lluminós.
Aquestes imatges aporten molta més informació i permeten, per exemple, la detecció de la com-
posició del sòl o la mesura de la frondositat de la vegetació. Tanmateix, el fet de representar múlti-
ples versions d’una mateixa zona afegeix una notable redundància a les dades; redundància que si
es tracta adequadament, pot portar a millores significatives dels factors de compressió d’aquestes
imatges. Una tècnica habitual per eliminar la redundància de les imatges hiperespectrals és l’ús
d’una transformada espectral, com pot ser la de Karhunen-Loève o les wavelet. Els millors resul-
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tats s’obtenen amb la transformada de Karhunen-Loève o derivats. Tot i això, aquesta transformada
presenta, entre d’altres problemes, un cost computacional molt alt que impedeix que es faci servir
habitualment en un entorn amb recursos limitats, com podria ser un sensor de satèl·lit. De cara
a afrontar aquest problema, s’introdueixen les derivacions divideix-i-venceràs de la transformada
de Karhunen-Loève. Aquestes segueixen el principi de descompondre la transformada en parts
menors i només conservar aquelles parts que realment proporcionen un avantatge en termes de
compressió. Seguint aquesta estratègia, en aquesta tesi es presenten diverses formes d’aplicar una
descomposició i s’analitzen de forma exhaustiva els seus rendiments en l’àmbit de la teledetecció.

En el contexto de la codificación de imágenes de teledetección —que son aquellas captadas
por sensores aerotransportados o de satélite— hay una familia de imágenes que merecen especial
atención: las imágenes hiperespectrales, o dicho de otra forma, aquellas que en vez de representar
una imagen en escala de grises o en los tres colores primarios, lo que hacen es proporcionar cen-
tenares de versiones de una misma zona, donde cada versión solo contiene una pequeña fracción
del espectro luminoso. Estas imágenes aportan mucha más información y permiten, por ejemplo, la
detección de la composición del suelo o la medida de la frondosidad de la vegetación. Así mismo,
el hecho de representar múltiples versiones de una misma zona añade una notable redundancia
a los datos; redundancia que si es tratada adecuadamente, puede llevar a mejoras significativas
de los factores de compresión de estas imágenes. Una técnica habitual para eliminar la redun-
dancia de les imágenes hiperespectrales es el uso de una transformada espectral, como puede ser
la de Karhunen-Loève o las wavelet. Los mejores resultados se obtienen con la transformada de
Karhunen-Loève o derivados. Sin embargo, esta transformada presenta, entre otros problemas,
un coste computacional muy elevado que impide que se use habitualmente en un entorno con
recursos limitados, como podría ser un sensor de satélite. Para afrontar este problema, se intro-
ducen las derivaciones divide-y-vencerás de la transformada de Karhunen-Loève. Estas siguen el
principio de descomponer la transformada en partes menores y solo conservar aquellas partes que
realmente proporcionan una ventaja en términos de compresión. Siguiendo esta estrategia, en esta
tesis se presentan diversas formas de aplicar una descomposición y se analizan exhaustivamente
sus rendimientos en el ámbito de la teledetección.
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Preface

This PhD thesis was started in autumn 2008. By then, my supervisor and I had

already been able to reproduce experiments from other researchers on the use of

the Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) for hyperspectral image compression, and

had done an extensive review of the state of the art on that topic as part of my

master’s thesis. At that point, we had several ideas in relation to the KLT that

we wanted to try. So we tried them, and, fortunately, one of them worked quite

well in practice, i.e., to use a divide and conquer strategy on the KLT when coding

hyperspectral images to reduce its computational cost. The strategy of divide and

conquer, in its mathematical sense, is not particularly new, as there are known

examples of its use dating from at least year 200 B.C. in Babylonia [1, p. 420]; nor is

the KLT, with publications describing it by Karhunen in 1946 [2], Loève in 1948 [3],

and early work by Pearson in 1901 [4] and Hotelling in 1933 [5]. Yet, it seems that

the computational resources needed for the KLT were not available until recently,

when it has started to gain widespread adoption in image coding.

Very soon we realized that we were not the only ones working on such strat-

egy for the KLT. Apparently, Y. Wongsawat, S. Oraintara, and K. R. Rao were

the first ones to work on this topic with a recursive decomposition of the KLT for

electroencephalogram data compression dating from 2006, which went under our

radar for a while due to the divergent topic. Other authors also started working on

a divide-and-conquer strategy, such as Q. Du, W. Zhu, H. Yang, and J. E. Fowler;

or J. A. Saghri, S. Schroeder, and A. G. Tescher. It seems that we all were at the

right point in time for this development to happen, and all of us worked in paral-

lel with our own perspective on which was the best way to proceed. Each group
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of authors provided quite different versions of the same idea, nonetheless, each

with its own target scenario and particular drawbacks. This fact was very stim-

ulating for me, as the topic on which I was working, not only was of interest to

other researchers worldwide, but I also had a strong motivation to deliver high

quality results, knowing that they might be scrutinized by the keen eye of fellow

researchers.

On a similar line of thought, we had the impression that it would be more pro-

ductive and fulfilling if I delivered this PhD thesis in the form of a compendium of

publications, as we perceived that it would reach a larger audience, that it would

have the extra quality assurance of the peer-review process of each individual pub-

lication, and that, on a hot topic such as this one, we would be able to communicate

our results earlier and more often. Hence, as the reader will see soon, this PhD the-

sis is presented as a compendium of publications on this topic, where the authors

of the publications are myself and my supervisor.

When reading this compendium, one of the less obvious aspects of our research

might be the amount of work that had to be done to produce all the experimental

results. Vast amounts of computational resources were used to test our proposed

methods and the existing ones on a representative number of scenarios. In par-

ticular, I remember a table in one of the publications that summarizes over ten-

thousand codings and decodings of hyperspectral images. I was able to perform

all the experimental results thanks to the dedicated computational resources pro-

vided by our department, and by the Òliba project of our university, which pools

together idle resources in student computer labs. Another critical part of the ex-

perimental results has been the use of image coding software generously made

available by other people, of which I specifically mention Kakadu by D. Taubman,

QccPack by J. E. Fowler, and all the software developed by the folks in our research

group.

I want also to acknowledge in this preface all the support I have received dur-

ing the development of this PhD thesis. It has been a pleasure knowing everyone I

worked with during that period: all the people from our research Group on Inter-

active Coding of Images and from our department with whom I shared so many
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good experiences, the folks at the Department of Geography and at the Center

for Ecological Research and Forestry Applications, the people at the Department

of Electronics and Informatics of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel, in particular Pe-

ter Schelkens who supervised my stay there, and my PhD supervisor, Joan Serra-

Sagristà, for his exceptional support and leadership. I must also acknowledge the

anonymous peer reviewers of the publications for their valuable comments and

suggestions, and the High Technology Imaging Diagnostic Unit of the Parc Taulí

Health Corporation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the

U.S. Geological Survey for the images provided for experimentation, with a par-

ticular mention to Aaron Kiely for its selfless provision of uncalibrated satellite

images.

This work was financially supported in part by the Spanish Government, by the

Catalan Government, by the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, and by FEDER

under Grants TSI2006-14005-C02-01, TIN2009-14426-C02-01, TIN2009-05737-E/TIN,

SGR2005-00319, and SGR2009-1224, and under fellowships FI2008, FIUAB2008, and

FPU2008.

The cover of this manuscript and the small puzzle pieces scattered inside it are

based on the map attributed to Henri Abraham Châtelain, a Paris-born protestant

minister, published between 1705 and 1720 entitled “Carte Tres Curieuse De La

Mer Du Sud Contenant Des Remarques Nouvelles Et Tres Utiles Non Seulement

Sur Les Ports et Isles de Cette Mer.” Map reproduction is courtesy of the Norman

B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the remote-sensing context, images are often acquired with multi- or hyperspec-

tral sensors, which are those sensors that are capable of capturing multiple repre-

sentations of a spatial region, each one capturing only a finite interval of the light

spectrum. Current remote sensors produce large volumes of information, as each

sensor gathers many images, and each image may have a size that ranges from tens

of megabytes to a gigabyte. Such images, and particularly hyperspectral ones, con-

tain enormous amounts of redundancy between each of their representations of a

spatial region, or otherwise known as spectral components.

Mathematical transforms are a relevant topic in the image coding field because

of their ability to reorganize information in ways that render the structure of the

information more apparent, and thus boost the performance of other image coding

stages. In this regard, spectral transforms are mathematical transforms that are de-

signed and used to tackle the removal of spectral redundancy. With the use of im-

age coding techniques, and in particular with the use of spectral transforms, stor-

age and transmission capabilities of remote-sensing systems are improved, thus

decreasing costs and improving user interaction with the information.

The most common spectral transforms in hyperspectral image coding are the

Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) and the family of wavelet transforms. While

competitive coding results are achieved with the use of either the KLT or wavelets,

the former provides a significantly higher coding performance at the expense of
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several significant disadvantages, which in particular prevent the adoption of the

KLT in some situations, such as in interactive or real-time processing, and in power-

or memory-constrained environments like on-board sensors. In any case, settling

the existing issues of the KLT would also improve the scenarios where the trans-

form is already being used.

The identified issues of the KLT in this context are as follows: a high con-

sumption of computational resources both in terms of floating-point operations

performed and in terms of peak memory usage; its high implementation difficulty,

which is derived from the several numerical issues that have to be taken into ac-

count, like algorithm convergence conditions and rounding error accumulation;

and the fact that the KLT is not a scalable transform, and thus no partial inversion

of the transform is possible for some of the spectral components without having

the full coded image. Wavelets, on the other hand, have much lower computa-

tional demands and provide component scalability.

The cited disadvantages of the KLT are well known, and several techniques

have been proposed in the literature to alleviate them. The Discrete Cosine Trans-

form (DCT) was proposed [6] to overcome the high computational cost of the KLT,

using the Fast Fourier Transform and assuming a Toeplitz matrix as data covari-

ance matrix; however, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) yields poor results as

a spectral decorrelator [7]. On a related note, the DCT can be extended into the

Approximate Karhunen-Loève Transform (AKLT) [8] and the AKLT2 [9] with the

use of mathematical first and second order perturbations respectively.

A subsampling method can be used [7] to alleviate transform training costs,

which are dominated by the covariance matrix calculation if the spatial size of an

image is large enough, and habitually amount to one fifth of the total computa-

tional cost. In general, the covariance matrix can be extrapolated from a very small

sample of the spatial data of the image, virtually eliminating training costs; how-

ever, if the spatial size of an image is significantly small or if multiple transforms

are applied in small spatial blocks, then subsampling becomes infective and eigen-

decomposition costs are more significant. In this situation, methods such as [10]

might be of use to reduce the eigendecomposition cost. A third method to di-
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minish training costs, is to pretrain a transform —or also to create a codebook of

transforms— for a generic corpus of images [11, 12]. Pretraining eliminates train-

ing costs in all scenarios, but it has the drawback that it produces inferior coding

gains because of the lack of specificity.

Three additional techniques in relation to the KLT are also worth noting. The

first one, in a lossless coding scenario, is to substitute multiplication operations in

the forward and inverse transforms by incorporating them into the lifting decom-

position in form of addition and shift operations [13, 14]. The second technique,

is to reject the Gaussian source assumption, and improve coding performance by

trying to find the optimal spectral transform with an algorithm based on Inde-

pendent Component Analysis [15, 16]. Pretraining can be used to avoid the cost

of the Independent Component Analysis [17, 18]. Finally, the third technique is

the Distributed KLT [19], which assumes a model of multiple small local forward

transforms and a global inverse transform, and finds a local optimum to the overall

setup using an iterative process.

A recent trend to address the issues of the KLT is to use divide-and-conquer

techniques. The idea behind these techniques is that as the dominant term of the

KLT cost is quadratic, multiple smaller transforms have substantially less cost than

a larger one. In a full KLT, all components are perfectly decorrelated with each

other, while in a divide-and-conquer strategy, components are decorrelated only if

a high amount of energy is shared between them, and ignored otherwise, as parts

with low energies are expected to have lower influence on coding performance.

If multiple smaller transforms are arranged in a way that significant outputs of

some of them are further processed by others, then global decorrelation may still

be achieved through a combination of small-sized transforms.

The publications in this compendium belong to this last trend. We present new

multilevel divide-and-conquer strategies that address the computational cost issue

of the KLT or that are able to trade a moderate coding performance penalty for

the ability to operate on environments with strong constraints on computational

resources. In the literature, there are three other contributions by other authors to

the divide-and-conquer trend. First, the recursive strategy is presented in [20, 21].
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Second, the plain clustering strategy is discussed in [22]. And third, the two-level

strategies are introduced in [23, 24]. A review and side-by-side comparison of these

three strategies and the ones presented in this compendium can be found in [25].

The contributions of this compendium are four publications in some of the most

relevant journals and conferences on this topic. Chronologically, they are:

� I. Blanes and J. Serra-Sagristà, “Clustered reversible-KLT for progressive lossy-

to-lossless 3d image coding," in IEEE Data Compression Conf. 2009 (DCC

2009). IEEE Press, pp. 233–242, Mar. 2009.

� I. Blanes and J. Serra-Sagristà, “Quality evaluation of progressive lossy-to-

lossless remote-sensing image coding," ICIP 2009. Proceedings of 2009 IEEE

International Conference on Image Processing, pp. 3709–3712, Nov. 2009.

� I. Blanes and J. Serra-Sagristà, “Cost and scalability improvements to the

Karhunen-Loève transform for remote-sensing image coding," IEEE Trans-

actions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 48, no. 7, pp. 2854–2863, Jul.

2010.

� I. Blanes and J. Serra-Sagristà, “Pairwise orthogonal transform for spectral

image coding," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 2010,

in press.

Each of the publications provides an incremental improvement on the field of

divide-and-conquer spectral decorrelation. The first publication is where the mul-

tilevel strategies are initially proposed to reduce the KLT computational cost. In the

second publication, previously unexplored gaps, in the context of hyperspectral

image coding, in relation to the evaluation of spectral transforms are addressed.

The second publication provides guidelines on how, in order to be useful to the

remote-sensing community, results regarding the research on remote-sensing im-

age coding shall be reported. Later, in the third publication, multilevel strategies

are severely refined with the introduction of eigenthersholding methods, which

drive down further computational costs and achieve satisfactory component scal-

abilities. In the fourth publication, a new spectral transform is proposed —the
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Pairwise Orthogonal Transform (POT)— that, using the principles of a multilevel

strategy, settles all the cited issues of the KLT. The POT is able to overcome the is-

sues by using a minimalistic structure that yields lower coding performance than

the KLT, yet higher than wavelets.

A brief discussion on the quality and relevance of the publications is now

provided. The two first publications appear in the proceedings of the two most

relevant conferences in the image compression field, i.e., the Data Compression

Conference (DCC), and the International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP).

The IEEE DCC is perhaps the most prestigious conference for the academy for data

compression topics1. The IEEE ICIP is relevant for its large number of attendees

and a very strong industry participation2. Regarding the last two publications,

which are journal papers published in the IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and

Remote Sensing, note that while standard ISI impact factors are not yet available

for the year of publication, data from the previous four years ranks this journal in

the first quartile of both the “Engineering, Electrical & Electronic” and “Remote

Sensing categories”, with positions 34 of 246 and 4 of 21 respectively during the

year 20093.

1Appears on ISI Proceedings indexed as Proceedings; has a factor of 0.97 over 1
in the Computer Science Conference Ranking http://web.archive.org/web/2008/www.
cs-conference-ranking.org/conferencerankings/alltopics.html; and has an A+ in
the 2008 Ranking of the Computing Research and Education Association of Australasia http:
//core.edu.au/cms/images/downloads/conference/Astar.pdf.

2The 2009 ICIP edition had over one thousand reviewers from over 550 different institu-
tions, a large portion of them were part of the industry. http://icip2009.org/ICIP2009_
ProgramGuide.pdf

3Journal Citation Reports, http://www.isiknowledge.com
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Chapter 2

Contributions

In this chapter, the research results of this compendium are presented and dis-

cussed. The principal result are four multilevel strategies to perform divide-and-

conquer decorrelation in hyperspectral images, where each strategy provides a

different set of features, trade-offs, and target scenarios. Other results include an

analysis of suitable evaluation techniques for these structures, and a set of open-

source software implementations of the methods and techniques used to produce

the results presented in this compendium.

Hereafter, the four multilevel strategies are described.

� The regular multilevel strategy is the first of the multilevel strategies and

the simplest one. It was proposed in [26], showing that multilevel strate-

gies were able to substantially reduce the cost of the KLT while obtaining

similar coding performance results. Special attention was paid to its use

with the Reversible Karhunen-Loève Transform (RKLT) [27, 28] for lossless or

progressive-lossy-to-lossless image coding within the JPEG2000 coding sys-

tem [29, 30].

The idea behind the regular multilevel strategy is to divide a full transform

into small and much more affordable clusters, and then gather the most sig-

nificant half of each cluster into a new level, where the same procedure is

applied recursively. An example of such structure is provided in Fig. 2.1a,

where 16 components are decorrelated with this strategy.

7
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� The dynamic multilevel strategy, introduced in [31], combines the ideas of

regular multilevel with eigenthresholding algorithms in order to adjust the

components that are forwarded to the next level at runtime, while the trans-

form is applied. Eigenthresholding algorithms fit precisely in this situation,

as they are methods that try to determine the amount of significant compo-

nents after a KLT. An example of a dynamic multilevel structure is shown in

Fig. 2.1b.

� Also introduced in [31], the static multilevel strategy follows the principles

of regular structures but with additional degrees of freedom, i.e., the size of

clusters and the amount of components forwarded to next stages may vary

among levels. With a combination of eigenthresholding methods and ex-

haustive search, the additional degrees of freedom can be tackled to produce

structures very well suited to process images from a specific sensor or train-

ing corpus. In Fig. 2.1c, a static multilevel structure is shown.

� Finally, the fourth multilevel strategy is the Pairwise Orthogonal Transform

(POT) [32]. The POT is a minimalistic multilevel structure that, due to its

minimalistic condition, gains a set of derivate properties that make it suit-

able for resource constrained environments while still providing a medium

coding performance. One of such properties is that as it requires a very small

amount of side information because of its small structure, the transform can

be applied in small blocks or line by line, and hence with a very small mem-

ory requirement. The POT is a structure composed only by clusters of two

components, where of the two outputs of each cluster, one is forwarded to

the next level while no further decorrelation is applied to the other one. In

Fig. 2.1d an example of the POT is shown, and in Fig. 2.2, for clarity, an ex-

ample of a line-based application of the POT is provided.

The purpose of remote-sensing images is often to be part of a scientific experi-

ment where these images are handled by an automated process, for example, when

a spectral unmixing algorithm is used to determine the location and abundance of
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Figure 2.1: Examples of multilevel strategy for spectral decorrelation

Figure 2.2: An example of a line-based application of the POT.

materials in a hyperspectral image. For this reason, it is of interest to know the ef-

fects of lossy image compression to a possible posterior automated stage. Some al-

ternative quality measures have appeared in the recent literature [33, 34, 35]. Bear-

ing this in mind, an additional contribution of this compendium is an analysis of

alternative quality measures with the objective of evaluating their suitability in as-

sessing the quality of proposed hyperspectral coding techniques [36]. Of particular

interest is the conclusion that some of the evaluated alternative quality measures in

the tested scenario are highly correlated with the traditional ones based on Mean

Squared Error (MSE). The alternative measures that have been found to be most

relevant are the ones based on the variation of results of an unsupervised classifier.

In this case, the unsupervised classifiers have been: a k-Means classifier, which is

a very common clustering approach [37] based on an iterative partitioning process

around cluster centroids; and an RX anomaly detector [38], which is also a very

common outlier-detection procedure in remote sensing that works by measuring,

through the Mahalanobis distance, the differences between spatial locations and

background. Following the guidelines set by [36], our publications posterior to

that study include comparisons using classification-based measures.
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During the development of the thesis, three software tools were developed and

released as open-source software.

� The spectral transform software [39] is an implementation of the Karhunen-

Loève Transform to be used as spectral decorrelator, with many additional

features, such as, matrix factorizations for reversible integer mapping [27, 28],

covariance subsampling [40, 7], or clustered and multi-level transforms [26,

31].

� The alternative metrics package [41] is an implementation of various alter-

native metrics for hyperspectral images. Metrics are grouped in two fami-

lies of metrics: statistical and classification-based. The family of statistical

metrics is formed basically by extensions of alternative bi-dimensional met-

rics from [33]. The following statistical metrics are implemented: Minimum

Spectral Pearson’s Correlation [33], Maximum Spectral Similarity (MSS) [34],

Maximum Spectral Angle (MSA) [33], Spectral Wang-Bovik Q [35, 33], and

Spectral Fidelities [42, 33] The following two classification-based measures

are also implemented: k-Means classification [37], and Reed-Xiaoli (RX)

anomaly detection [38].

� An efficient implementation of the Pairwise Orthogonal Transform [43],

using a single-thread implementation of a consumer/producer model based

on the observer pattern, where the transform is applied line-by-line and min-

imal memory is required.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The next four sections repro-

duce the articles of this compendium, and a fifth section includes a global compar-

ison of all the multilevel structures.
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2.3 Dynamic and static multilevel
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2.4 The Pairwise orthogonal transform
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2.5 Global comparison

The objective of this section is not to justify the results of the proposed meth-

ods, which has already been done in their respective publications, but to present

a global comparison of all of them in a common framework so that the reader can

observe, if she or he so wishes, the relation among the different proposed meth-

ods. In addition, a brief qualitative summary is included showing the key aspects

of the proposed transforms in relation to all the other divide-and-conquer trans-

forms present in the literature. To that purpose, the presented decorrelation meth-

ods are all combined with JPEG2000 [29], in this case as implemented by Kakadu

Software [44], and results are provided for the hyperspectral image AVIRIS Yellow-

stone scene 0 [45] (other images yield qualitatively similar results). The AVIRIS

Yellowstone scene 0 image is captured by a 16 bpppb air-borne sensor, has 224

spectral components, and a spatial size of 677 columns by 512 rows.

The following three facets of each methods are analyzed: coding performance,

in this case defined either by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) where σ2 is the vari-

ance of the original image and SNR = 10 log10(σ
2/MSE), or by the Preservation of

Classification (POC) of the k-means and RX classifiers, which corresponds to the

percentage of spatial locations that stay in the same class after coding distortion

is introduced; computational cost, in this case defined by the amount of floating

point operations required to train, and apply the forward and inverse transforms;

and component scalability, in this case defined by the quantity of components

in the transformed domain that are required to recover one component from the

original domain. First, these three facets are analyzed independently, and then the

trade-offs between them for each transform are considered.

Coding performance results are presented for both lossy and progressive lossy-

to-lossless in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5 respectively. Classification-based results are

clearly more unstable than SNR-based ones. This is both due to the nature of

classifiers themselves and to the fact that the coder employs a Rate-Distortion Op-

timization method which uses the MSE as distortion. Nonetheless, classification-

and SNR-based results show similar trends with the KLT providing best results,
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closely followed by ML regular and ML static, and at a larger distance by ML dy-

namic, POT and the wavelet. Results are presented as the performance difference

between each particular method and the KLT, and because the KLT requires more

side information than all the other methods, at very low bitrates, where the KLT

codification is still coding side information, other methods start sooner to produce

image values, and thus produce a slight improvement in its coding performance.

This improvement is more relevant for transforms with less side information, and

as lossless KLT derivatives require a larger portion of side information, the dif-

ference is more emphasized in that case. Note that the performance of classifiers

seems to saturate around 2.5 bpppb, with not much improvement after that posi-

tion as bitrate increases. Another interesting issue appears on progressive-lossy-to-

lossless codings, where because the larger lifting decompositions of more complex

transforms introduce greater quantization errors, simpler transforms experience a

relative performance boost at medium to high bitrates.

When analyzing the computational-cost facet of the proposed transforms (see

Fig. 2.3), a notable computational cost reduction is produced in all of them. The

transform training cost is virtually eliminated by the use of the covariance sub-

sampling optimization proposed in [40], except for the POT, for which such opti-

mization is not applicable because of its line-by-line operation. In the lossless case,

transform costs are approximately fifty percent higher than for their lossy coun-

terparts due to the use of quasi-complete pivoting in the lifting decomposition as

introduced in [28], which improves the overall coding performance, in particular

for larger transforms. In relation to wavelets, ML dynamic, and POT demand very

similar costs.

As for component scalability of the transforms, a comparison is reported in

Table 2.1. The KLT does not provide any component scalability, thus, as reported

in this case, to recover one spectral component, all of the spectral components must

be available in the transformed domain. On the other hand, multilevel transforms

improve their component scalability as they become simpler. Wavelet component

scalability is relatively poor, in particular for the CDF 9/7.

Once each of the three individual facets of each transform has been analyzed, a
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(a) Lossy

(b) Lossless

Figure 2.3: Transforms computational cost.

global comparison of the trade-offs between them is introduced in Fig. 2.6, which

might be understood in a way similar to a traditional Rate-Distortion where in

this case instead of Rate and Distortion, three other features are compared. One

of the perhaps more interesting observations is that multilevel transforms form

a relatively straight line in the trade-off space both for lossy and for lossless. In

comparison, the CDF 9/7 wavelet is below the other transforms in terms of either

coding performance vs. speed, coding performance vs. scalability, or speed vs.

scalability. On the other hand, if scalability is not taken into account, the CDF

5/3 provides a trade-off relation competitive with that of the other transforms,

being the transform with lowest cost and lowest performance. A summary of the

key aspects of the proposed methods as discussed in this section is included in

Table 2.6, where, in addition, all the other divide-and-conquer strategies present in

the literature are also included.

Table 2.1: Transform scalability (in components required to recover one component). Re-
ported wavelet scalability may be reduced on transform edges due to coefficient mirroring
(up to a half). Avg. Min. Max.

KLT 224.0 224 224
ML regular 42.0 42 42
ML static 38.0 38 38
ML dynamic 13.1 12 15
POT 8.9 8 9
Wavelet CDF 9/7 36.0 32 38
Wavelet CDF 5/3 16.0 11 17
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Figure 2.4: Lossy coding performance of the multilevel structures and a wavelet transform
in relation to the KLT.
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Figure 2.5: Progressive-lossy-to-lossless coding performance of the multilevel structures
and a wavelet transform in relation to the KLT.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the transforms trade-offs among: coding performance, compu-
tational cost, and component scalability.
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Table 2.2: Qualitative summary of all the divide-and-conquer strategies. Transforms are
ranked from (very low) to (very high), according to quantitative data from [25].
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KLT1 Karhunen, Loève 1946 [2, 3]
Recursive2 Wongsawat, Oraintara, Rao 2006 [20, 21]
Static Two-level3 Saghri, Schroeder, Tescher 2009 [23, 24]
Dynamic Two-level3 Saghri, Schroeder, Tescher 2009 [23, 24]
Regular Multilevel4 Blanes, Serra-Sagristà 2009 [26]
Static Multilevel4 Blanes, Serra-Sagristà 2010 [31]
Dynamic
Multilevel4

Blanes, Serra-Sagristà 2010 [31]

Pairwise Orthogonal
Transform4

Blanes, Serra-Sagristà 2010 [32]

Single-level5 Du, Zhu, Yang, Fowler;
Blanes, Serra-Sagristà

2009 [22, 26]

Wavelet CDF 9/76 Cohen, Daubechies, Feauveau 1992 [46]
Wavelet CDF 5/36 Cohen, Daubechies, Feauveau 1992 [46]

Key aspects:
1 Provides optimal decorrelation, but very high computational cost and no component scalability.
2 The use of a recursive strategy, is the first divide-and-conquer strategy for the KLT. Uses two

half-size KLT transforms instead of a full one, and the outputs of both half-size transforms are
processed again by a third half-size KLT. The process is applied recursively to each of the three
half-size KLTs.
3 These structures have two levels; on the first one, multiple transforms provide local decorrela-

tion, while on the second level global decorrelation is provided by processing the most significant
outputs from the transforms of the first level. A key aspect is that components on the second level
are processed in clusters according to the significance they had on the previous level (the most sig-
nificant outputs from each transform on the first level are processed together on the second level,
the second most significant outputs are processed together, and so on and so forth). Static Two-level
has a fixed structure determined by empirical evidence, while Dynamic Two-level has a semi-fixed
structure, where inputs of second-level clusters are pruned if they have small influence on the first
output of the second-level cluster.
4 Smaller transforms are organized in multiple levels, where at each level components are locally

decorrelated by smaller transforms, and only a portion of the outputs of each transform is for-
warded to a next level. Regular Multilevel has smaller transforms that are equal in size and forward
half of their outputs to a next level. Static Multilevel is similar to Regular Multilevel, but transform
sizes and forwarded components may vary among levels. Dynamic Multilevel has a fixed trans-
form size, but number of forwarded components varies according to an eigenthresholding function.
Pairwise Orthogonal Transform is a minimalistic transform based on only two-component trans-
forms that can be applied line by line due to its very low amount of side information. Note that
although Static Multilevel reduces the computational cost of Regular Multilevel and improves its
component scalability, they both belong to the same overall cost and scalability categories.
5 A plain clustering strategy, where a single level of local transforms is applied. At very low

bitrates, it improves coding performance by having a reduced amount of side information. At
higher bitrates, it has a poor trade-off between coding performance and computational cost.
6 Wavelets are a well known family of transforms, commonly used as an alternative to the KLT

as spectral decorrelator. They have a very low computational cost, and do not require a training
stage. The CDF 9/7 is the preferred wavelet for lossy image coding, while the CDF 5/3 is preferred
for lossless.
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Chapter 3

Conclusions

3.1 Summary

In this compendium, several contributions are presented that advance the field of

hyperspectral image coding. The contributions are focused on reducing or miti-

gating several issues that appear when the KLT is used as spectral decorrelator,

and that hinder a widespread adoption of that transform in different scenarios, or

otherwise reduce the value of the overall transform.

The contributions pertain to the recent trend of using a divide-and-conquer

strategy on the KLT procedure to split it into multiple small stages that are ap-

plied only where they have a significant effect. In this regard, four different strate-

gies are presented, i.e., regular multilevel, static multilevel, dynamic multilevel,

and the Pairwise Orthogonal Transform (POT). Each strategy has its own par-

ticularities. The regular multilevel strategy, which was the first of the multilevel

strategies, provides a very comprehensive decorrelation while reducing the com-

putational cost of the KLT. Without much a priori knowledge of the images to be

decorrelated, the use of this transform is a good choice as it provides features very

similar to the KLT, but at a reduced computational cost. If further information

about the image properties is known, such as the sensor employed to acquire it,

then a static multilevel strategy can be of use. A static multilevel strategy is built

for a specific training corpus which guides the transform into decorrelating parts

63
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where their application will have more effect, and ignore other parts where little

gains can be obtained. With this training, a much more efficient strategy than a

regular multilevel strategy is achieved, still matching the coding performance of

the KLT. The use of a static multilevel strategy is advisable for scenarios of satellite

image archival or in general in scenarios where the image properties are known.

On the other hand, if some image properties cannot be assumed but important cost

reductions are still required, then the use of a dynamic multilevel strategy is appro-

priate. The dynamic multilevel strategy is similar to the static multilevel strategy

in that it adapts itself to the particular characteristics of an image, although it does

so without a specific training corpus and on runtime. Due to the on-runtime na-

ture of the adaptation, a minor performance penalty is produced. Finally, a fourth

strategy is introduced, the POT, which targets scenarios where computational re-

sources are scant both in terms of computing speed and memory availability. The

POT is a minimalistic transform that has very few side information, and because

of this, it can be applied in a line-based mode, with very low memory needed.

Target scenarios might be on-board sensors or embedded hardware. An in-depth

comparison of the divide-and-conquer techniques was included in Section 2.5, in

particular in Table 2.2.

In addition, in order to deliver the main contributions of the compendium,

which are the multilevel strategies, other indirect contributions were required, i.e.,

an analysis of the proper evaluation tools for this scenario, and several open-source

software to produce all the experimental results. The conclusion from the anal-

ysis of evaluation tools is that for this particular scenario, of all the evaluation

methods available, the more relevant ones are those based on the Mean Squared

Error (MSE), and those based on classification experiments. Following that con-

clusion, our subsequent journal papers report results with Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR) variance, which is an MSE-based measure, and with classification experi-

ments using a k-means classifier and an RX anomaly detector. Among the software

tools developed are the spectral transform package [39], the alternative metrics

package [41], and a very efficient POT implementation [43]. The first software tool

is an implementation of all the techniques relevant to this research, which include:
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lossy Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT), matrix factorizations for reversible inte-

ger mapping [27, 28], covariance subsampling [40, 7], plain clustering [26, 22], the

recursive KLT [21, 20], two-level strategies [23, 24], multilevel transforms [26, 31],

the POT [32], and several other features such as dependency tracking on compo-

nent scalability. The second software tool is a measuring tool including the fol-

lowing measures: minimum spectral Pearson’s correlation [33], Maximum Spec-

tral Similarity (MSS) [34], Maximum Spectral Angle (MSA) [33], spectral Wang-

Bovik Q [35, 33], spectral fidelities [42, 33], k-Means classification [37], and Reed

Xiaoli (RX) anomaly detection [38]. The third tool is a proof of concept of a very

efficient implementation of the POT designed to show that the theoretical proper-

ties can also be reached in practice. Other more tangential publications were also

produced, and have been listed in Appendix A.

From the global perspective, when all the contributions on the divide-and-

conquer line of research are taken into account [25], one can see that there are

some issues that are resolved alike in the different strategies, other issues that are

resolved in distinct ways, and one issue that remain unsettled.

The most relevant of the shared features among all strategies is that all of them

provide similar ways to achieve lower computational cost and some degree of

component scalability by using a collection of smaller KLT transforms, even if

some strategies with more success than others. In this regard, all transform share

the common idea that the overall computational cost of decorrelation can be re-

duced by using a collection of smaller versions of a global transform, due to the

quadratical reduction in the computational cost as the size of the global transform

decreases. Strategies are also similar in that all propose an organization of smaller

transforms, where all of the smaller blocks are trained locally as isolated KLTs.

Another interesting issue is how adaptability is achieved. Three different ar-

rangements are observed. For multilevel or two-level static strategies, transforms

are adapted to a particular kind of images by empirical experimentation on a train-

ing corpus, i.e., a large portion of the possible variations of a static strategy are all

tested on a training corpus and the best ones are selected manually. Static strategies

are efficient due to its large specialization, which in turn might also be a drawback
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on its own. Both dynamic multilevel and dynamic two-level provide on-runtime

adaptation (i.e., a transform is modified while each image is being coded), but with

two completely different approaches. In the former, the outputs of local transforms

are analyzed for relevance using eigenthresholding methods and irrelevant out-

puts are discarded, while, in the latter, relevance is analyzed at transform inputs

by its weighted contribution to the main transform outputs.

The use of interleaving permutations is also a distinctive feature between strate-

gies. Its use enables more efficient transform blocks by grouping components that

are not adjacent but are expected to be similar, and thus improve the global trans-

form performance. On multilevel strategies, permutations are not used, and be-

cause of that, local decorrelations in advanced stages usually include some compo-

nents with no correlation between them (but with correlation to other components

being decorrelated). Counter-intuitively, for multilevel strategies this is not a sig-

nificant overhead, and by not using permutations, better component scalabilities

are achieved as the components are decorrelated in more localized regions.

The POT provides two additional improvements over the other structures, line-

based application and an algebraic eigendecomposition. Both improvements are

due to its structure with only two-component transforms. The former improve-

ment requires a structure with very few side information, so that the side informa-

tion for each line does not penalize more than the improvement produced by the

use of the transform. The latter improvement —an algebraic eigendecomposition—

simplifies the eigendecomposition process and gives guarantees on the correctness

and precision of the outcome.

A issue that remains unsettled is the one of global training. With the use of co-

variance subsampling, it seems that it might be possible to obtain a global model

of the image, to train a global KLT, and to optimize the decomposition of the full

transform into smaller ones with extra knowledge provided by their global model

that would improve the decomposition over the ones where transforms are trained

locally. Such global decomposition would face its own challenges, because, for a

given transform, the coding performance estimated theoretically and the real one

might be too apart to drive a successful optimization process past an average per-
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formance. For example, using a Toeplitz matrix as a theoretical covariance model

suggests that a DCT is as good as a KLT, but in practice such theoretical model

does not always hold [7]. On the other hand, a more comprehensive theoretical

model might be less suitable for optimization.

3.2 Future Research

Following with the previous discussion on the improvements provided by POT

over other multilevel structures, perhaps a worthwhile line of research might be

to extend the idea of a line-based application to transforms other than the POT,

even if other transforms are less likely to benefit from it as much as the POT. A

first step would require to obtain a significant reduction on the side information of

the transform, for example, by the use of a codebook of the most common train-

ing solutions of the KLT, which would be used to represent an approximation of

the trained transform by the index of the most similar codebook entry. Similarly,

another improvement of the POT, i.e., its algebraic eigendecomposition could per-

haps also be extended to other transforms. Apart from the intrinsic benefits of an

algebraic eigendecomposition, its use could be combined, as is also done in the

POT, with a quantization of the independent variables that represent the trans-

form. With this combination, a side information reduction would occur, and a

codebook of training solutions might not be needed. The extension of this second

improvement of the POT to other transforms is limited by the availability of alge-

braic solutions for polynomial root finding, which are well-known for polynomials

of degree up to four, and proven to not generally exist for higher degrees, which

might limit the improvement to be extended only to transforms that operate in

blocks of up to four components. In this regard, the dynamic multilevel strategy,

which has a block size of four, seems the one best suited to be extended with these

two improvements, or perhaps a new hybrid transform between the POT and the

dynamic multilevel strategy with a block size of three might yield good results.

There are several other lines of investigation and applications of this research,

with ones more immediate than others. A natural research line is to study the ap-
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plication of the divide-and-conquer strategies to 2D image coding, with the POT

being the natural candidate, since it has the multilevel structure of a Haar wavelet

transform, and since it requires low side information, which is an important re-

quirement for 2D image coding. In this case, due to the lower dimensionality of

bi-dimensional images, a line-based approach would not work, as there would be

only one training sample per transform, and thus different organizations of the

training regions would have to be analyzed. The use of fixed size square blocks,

such as the ones commonly used with the DCT, might be an option, or perhaps

the transform can smoothly change from one training solution to another at differ-

ent locations by interpolating its side information between a set of reference keys,

which would be points on the original image for which side information would be

available.

It is also intriguing whether divide-and-conquer strategies can also be extended

to other fields not related to image coding where the KLT is used. For example, one

of the proposed transforms might be used as a fast dimensionality reduction before

a classification stage (e.g., a neuronal network, or k-NN). In a similar fashion, the

more simpler transforms, such as the POT, perhaps could also be used in other

fields where wavelets are currently being used, for example, in texture analysis, or

in noise reduction.

Another, less immediate, line of research is the decomposition of a global trans-

form into smaller transforms as described above, but without local training on

each smaller part. Instead, training would be global and based on the information

provided by a global estimation of the signal properties by means of a subsam-

pling optimization. This last line of research is of particular interest because, if

successful, it could allow for a generic approximate matrix multiplication opera-

tion, where a significant portion of the operations could be omitted depending on

the particular characteristics of the matrix being multiplied.
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Appendix B

Acronyms

3d-TCE 3-Dimensional Tarp-based coding with Classification for Embedding

3TERM Triple Triangular Elementary Reversible Matrix

AE Average Eigenvalue

AIE Akaike Information Criterion

AKLT Approximate Karhunen-Loève Transform

AVIRIS Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer

BIL Band Interleaved By Line

BIP Band Interleaved By Pixel

bpppb bits per pixel per band

CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems

CCSDS-IDC Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems recommendation for Image Data
Compression

CDF Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau

CR Compression-Ratio

CT Computed Tomography

DCC Data Compression Conference

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform

DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform

ED Eigenvalue Decomposition

EIF Empirical Indicator Function

EP Energy Percentage

ERM Elementary Reversible Matrix
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FFT Fast Fourier Transform

GIS Geographic Information Systems

HFC Harsanyi-Farrand-Chang

ICA Independent Component Analysis

ICIP International Conference on Image Processing

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IEM Information Extraction Measure

IWT Integer Wavelet Transform

KLT Karhunen-Loève Transform

MCT Multi-component Transform

MDL Minimum Description Length

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MSA Maximum Spectral Angle

MSE Mean Squared Error

MSS Maximum Spectral Similarity

PA Parallel Analysis

PCRD Post-Compression Rate-Distortion

PLL Progressive Lossy-to-Lossless

POC Preservation of Classification

POT Pairwise Orthogonal Transform

PRNG Pseudo-Random Number Generator

R-D Rate-Distortion

RKLT Reversible Karhunen-Loève Transform

RS Remote Sensing

RX Reed Xiaoli

SERM Single-row Elementary Reversible Matrix

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

TCE Tarp-based coding with Classification for Embedding

TERM Triangular Elementary Reversible Matrix

ERMs Elementary Reversible Matrices

TERMs Triangular Elementary Reversible Matrices

SERMs Single-row Elementary Reversible Matrices

MCTs Multicomponent Transforms



Appendix C

Implementation particularities

This appendix intends to be a short complementary reference into the technical details of an imple-

mentation of divide-and-conquer transforms. Its main objective is to highlight the set of issues that

are usually deemed not relevant for scientific publications but that might be of interest when the

theory is put into practice. In addition directions are given into the best procedures for each stage

of a transform by pointing at the best references of each procedure.

OVERVIEW AND CONTROL LOGIC

A divide-and-conquer transform is based on different stages. An overview of such stages is shown

in Fig. C.1. Stages can be clearly classified according to whether they function as control elements

organizing the operation of local transforms, or whether they are part of local transforms and di-

rectly manipulate the information to produce the final result.

Control elements are represented in Fig. C.1 by three different stages according to their function

in the information flow. They are a highly interconnected group of stages that has to be planned

as a whole element. It is a function of the control elements that the transform can be applied using

a minimal amount of memory, by organizing the operations such that some of the portions of the

output can be produced earlier. In Fig. C.2, a diagram shows an example of an eight-component

POT where components are read sequentially, and where outputs are being stored just after they

are obtained. In said example, an efficient allocation strategy requires a logarithmic amount of

memory in relation to the total amount of components.

A possible implementation of such control logic is the use of a consumer/producer model in

which different class instances represent each of the transform clusters, and they forward compo-

nents between them as they have them available. In Fig. C.3, it is shown a class diagram for a

consumer/producer model based on the one used in the fast implementation of the POT [43].
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Figure C.1: Overview diagram of a divide-and-conquer transform.
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Figure C.2: Internal state of an eight component transform when components are read
sequentially. Internal state before (top), and after (bottom), the sixth component of the
image (c6) is read. Figure is from [32].
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Figure C.3: Class diagram of a consumer/producer model for multilevel transforms.

COVARIANCE MATRIX AND SUBSAMPLING

In case components do not have zero mean, a stage to offset them is prepended to the covariance

matrix calculation. This stage simply modifies a component, say x, by subtracting the current mean

of the component to it, i.e., x′
i = xi − x , or x′

i = xi − [x] in the case of a lossless transform.

Therefore, as components have zero mean due to a stage with this purpose, if is often safe to

assume that the covariance of two components can be computed by

σ(x′, y′) =
m∑
i=0

x′
iy

′
i. (C.1)

For images where a lossless zero-mean stage has been applied, the previous formula can still be

used, except, for high bitdepth images. The unrounded mean from the zero-mean stage is required

on images with a bitdepth well over 16 bpppb where a lossless transform is being applied. The

traditional formula can be used, i.e.,

σ(x′, y′) =
m∑
i=0

(x′
i − x′)(y′i − y′), (C.2)

where the unrounded mean of the zero-mean images is available from the zero-mean stage as x′ =

x− [x].
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� NOTE: Beware of using the “fast” covariance formula, i.e.,

σ(x′, y′) =
m∑
i=0

(x′
iy

′
i − x′ y′), (C.3)

because it produces a catastrophic cancellation due to the subtraction of two big similar

values [47], such as a−b = 0, where a = 230+1 and b = 230, due to a lack of precision in

the variable a. See [48] for a detailed report on the stable computation of covariances.

The subsampling covariance calculation optimization is introduced and well explained in [7].

Experimental results show that the factor of subsampling is dependent on both the coding bitdepth

and the spatial region size, but not on the quality of the sampling randomness. A Park-Miller

Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) is often well suited for such purpose.

Yn = M ·Xn div (232 − 5)

Xn = (279470273 ·Xn−1) mod (232 − 5)
(C.4)

In addition, a further optimization involves the knowledge that the eigenvalues of the eigen-

decomposition of a KLT correspond to the variances of the output components of the KLT. In other

words, the variance of an output component is the associated λi value of the Λ diagonal matrix.

ΣY = (1/M)Y Y T = (1/M)QTXXTQ = QTΣXQ = Λ

Using this knowledge, the diagonal values of the covariance matrix of transform levels beyond one

can be obtained from previous transform levels and do not need to be calculated.

EIGENDECOMPOSITION

The eigendecomposition stage is usually one of the trickiest stages. It does not have a significant

computational cost, nor memory need, yet it is easy to omit some floating point issues that might

produce very incorrect results, such as a catastrophic cancellation.

Algorithms are usually based on iterative QR decompositions, after a tridiagonalization by

Householder transformations as a preprocessing stage. A good, and often cited, reference of the

procedure can be found in [49]. Although it is certainly possible to implement this stage, it is

heavily recommended to use an existing library containing an eigendecomposition procedure. A

common library is the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [50], which implements the iterative QR de-

composition procedure as described above.
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LOSSLESS

For lossless application, the lifting factorization introduced in [27] is usually used, with the vari-

ation of quasi-complete pivoting [28]. Although the procedure is quite complicated, it is usually

straightforward to implement in practice and obtain the sequence of lifting steps equivalent to the

lossy transform.

The key issue of this procedure is to ensure reversibility of the lifting steps. Lifting steps con-

tain a sequence of floating-point or fixed-point operations that will be rounded to an integer. It is

critical that these sequence of operations are performed in the very same order both on the forward

and inverse transforms, and with the same bit-exact result. A fixed-point implementation of these

procedures might be the best solution, as standardized in [51], although, a java implementation

might also guarantee bit-exact results with the use of the strictfp keyword.

VALUE SATURATION

Another issue appears during the inverse transform application on a lossy-coded image. It cannot

be assumed that the bitdepth of an image is preserved when lossy coding is applied, or in other

words, the bitdepth of an image may, and often does, grow due to the distortion on a lossy image

coder. When overflows are not taken into account, it is easy to see, for example, a lossy coding

of a signed 16 bpppb image with a higher than usual MSE, due to some values overflowing and

becoming negative. One has to be careful to check for overflows that might occur due to this

phenomenon, and saturate the overflowing values to the nearest valid result, which, in fact, will

almost always be a better result than if the output precision was extended to handle larger values

(because these larger values were certainly smaller on the original image).
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